Sustainability, transformation, and Open Access – OA at OUP
15 years

- **2004**: OUP introduced the hybrid journal model
- **2005**: OUP flipped Nucleic Acids Research to fully OA
- **2006**: The U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH) released its public access policy
- **2009**: The Scientific Council of the European Research Council (ERC) issued a Statement on Open Access, pledging to adopt an OA mandate for ERC-funded research
- **2012**: OUP became a member of OASPA
- **2013**: OUP launched the OA Prepayment Account
- **2014**: OUP introduced an OA licence option across all journals
- **2015**: Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation launches their open access policy
- **2018**: WHO policy mandates that all papers by its researchers are published open access
- **2019**: OUP announced Read and Publish deals with Jisc (UK), VSNU (Netherlands) and Max Planck (Germany)
- **2019**: cOAlition S announced
- **2019**: Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) announce OA mandate
- **2019**: Wellcome & Gates Foundation join cOAlition S
- **2019**: cOAlition S revised guidelines
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Commitment to Quality

• OA articles are subject to the same rigorous peer review process as non-OA articles

• All OA journals are subject to the same peer review and ethical processes as subscription journals

• Any new OA journals, like any new OUP journal or book, need to be approved by the delegates of the Press.
OUP’s OA priorities

- Further our mission
- Fulfil the needs of researchers, readers, and customers
- Ensure that access to scholarly research materials is as simple as possible
- Protect the long-term sustainability of research publishing for our society publishing partners and our customers
Sustainability for purpose

We are a not for profit, mission-based publisher committed to publishing high quality journals.

Over 300 of our journals are published on behalf of learned societies and other organisations.
Sustainability for purpose

- We are a not for profit, mission-based publisher committed to publishing high quality journals
- Over 300 of our journals are published on behalf of learned societies and other organisations
- We think that the publishing ecosystem is better for the involvement of University Presses and learned societies and want to ensure we/they can continue to operate
- Open Access also needs to be sustainable for our customers
Transformation
Transformation

- Transformative agreements
- Flipping Journals
- Investment in author experience
- Investment in dedicated OA specialists
- Launching and acquiring fully open access journals
OUP Read and Publish agreements

- Active deals
- In discussions
Read and Publish principles

- Deliver increased OA output
- Reflect value of high quality journals
- Be transparent
- Provide opportunities for authors to comply with funder mandates
- Be sustainable
Making OA publication simple and easy

For authors and institutions

Varied requirements from R&P customers

Active review of author journey

New relationships through R&P deals

Investment in infrastructure

Investment in dedicated Open Access resource
Open Access at OUP
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Managing and developing OA publications

Flipping journals to OA
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